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This research is aimed to discuss types and purposes of swearwords in *The Wedding Ringer Film*. The problems are formulated into: The types of swearword in the wedding ringer film and the purposes of using those swearword. In analyzing the data, this research used the theory of Hughes of swearword contained rude or offensive word and also other theories of Crystal are used to analyze the data. This research used qualitative method which was the object detailed and analyzed by the theory. Content analysis is used as the method of analysis. Meanwhile, the data were taken from watching process, rechecking the data collection and utterance does not swearwords and analyze some part. The result shows that are 36 swearwords in the wedding ringer film are categorized in to seven types Anatomical Insult, Animal Term, Excretion, General Swearwords, Stupidity, Genitalia, and Religion. Those categories are applied in six circumstances such as purposes to create attention, to discredit, to provoke, to show personal identity, to insult and to show familiarity.